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S
hortly after I started working for

Community Health Alliance of

Pasadena (CHAP) in 2005, I be-

gan to attend meetings of the Pasadena

Healthcare Consortium. One of the fre-

quent topics of discussion was the need

for greater access to health care services

in the greater Pasadena area. The Con-

sortium, made up of leaders from health

and social service agencies, envisioned a

new health care facility that would pro-

vide urgent care services to all people

whether they had insurance or not. It was

thought that such a center would relive

strain on the local emergency room and

improve the overall well-being of our com-

munity. There was a will to make this cen-

ter happen … but was there a way?

As one of the three cities in California

with its own municipal public health de-

partment, Pasadena has had a long inter-

est in health promotion. Through the lead-

ership of the Pasadena Public Health De-

partment (PPHD), the vision began to take

shape. The City offered the use of a piece

of property on Del Mar Blvd. it had ac-

quired after the closing of a day care cen-

ter. The Consortium partners developed

plans. Since CHAP was bursting with de-

mand for care at its Northwest Pasadena

health center, we saw the need for greater

access to primary care services, espe-

cially for those with financial, language,

transportation and other barriers to care.

I set about the task of raising funds to sup-

port the project. LA Care Health Plan, the

largest public health plan in America with

over 800,000 enrolled members, made the

initial pledge of $500,000. As the momen-

tum built, the Pasadena City Council com-

mitted to funding the construction of the

project.

During the five years of visioning, plan-

ning, fundraising, design and construction,

there were many moments when the

project partners wondered if their dream

would ever be realized. But we persisted.

When ground was broken in March 2010,

we knew there was no going back.

This week there was a grand opening

ribbon cutting for the Pasadena Urgent

Care Center located at 3160 East Del Mar
Please turn to Stack, p.4

Dr. Mark Rocha has more than 20

years of experience in higher edu-

cation, including nine yearsin the

California community college sys-

tem, most recently as president of

West Los Angeles College in the Los

Angeles Community College District.

He brings extensive experience

working in a large, multi-college dis-

trict.

Previously Rocha served as Mis-

sion College’s vice president of Aca-

demic Affairs. Over the past 20 years,

his administrative career has in-

cluded service as associate dean and

dean in the California State Univer-

sity System and provost at Seton Hall

University.

An English professor by training,

Rocha received his PhD in English

from USC; his master’s degree from

California State University, Fullerton;

and his bachelor’s degree from

Villanova University.

In 1993, he was awarded a

Fulbright Fellowship and taught for

a year in Caracas, Venezuela at the

Universidad Simòn Bolìvar. His schol-
Please turn to This Week, p.4
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Congratulations
Birthdays
Birthdays

10/08 - Susan Cox

10/17 - Noriko Suzuki Mehringer

10/24 - Jim Gortton

Anniversaries
10/01 - Freddy & Margarita Figueroa

10/19 - David & Elsa Smith

Congratulations

October Programs
Vocational Service Month

Program Chair, Tom McCurry
October 21 - TGilbert Barraza, Jr., New Prin-

cipal of PHS - His agenda for upgrading
PHS

October 28 - Dr. Kelly Lawson, Burbank
Elementafy - Mandarin Immersion Pro-
gram
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Trash-Talking at Rotary

That was the focus

of our speaker last

week, Mike Hammer, Special Projects

Manager for Waste Management. We all

are somewhat aware that the disposal of

trash is a pretty large problem, but Ham-

mer put some numbers on the problem

that were pretty staggering. He told us

that the landfill in Puente Hills is the larg-

est in North America. Before the economic

downturn, the landfill was reaching its

daily limit of 13.2 tons of trash by 10a, but

now it’s open all day and reaches only

about 5 tons per day.

The real turning point for California in

the waste disposal effort came in the 1980s

with the passage of Assembly Bill 939,

which called for mandatory recycling by

cities of at least 50 percent of their trash

by the year 2000. Up until then, most cit-

ies had been recycling about 10 percent.

The results have been very successful,

but the fact is that the cities are still throw-

ing 40 million tons into landfills. Hammer

stated that up until now, we have been

recycling the low-hanging fruit, meaning

the easy stuff — cans, bottles, grass clip-

pings, etc. It’s now time to start recycling

the harder stuff. Waste Management is in

the process of converting green waste to

diesel fuel, 1400 gallons a day from the

gases released from landfills.

Recycling, however, is a little more ex-

pensive. Puente Hills accepts waste at $38

per ton, while recycling costs $50 per ton.

When the Puente Hills landfill closes in

2013, however, trash will begin to be

shipped by rail to the Salton Sea and land-

fills in the Midwest, at a cost of $80 per

ton.

Fortunately, the Government is now

subsidizing green technology, so renew-

able conversion is a more attractive op-

tion. One of the options is to start putting

food waste in with green waste. The con-

version to diesel fuel is much easier then,

but it requires a different permit, and the

permitting process could take as long as

10 years. Currently, a new conversion

project, which had previously been ap-

proved

at ev-

e r y

level, is

b e i n g

held up

by one

person’s lawsuit.

Fortunately, the future looks good as

today’s schoolchildren grow up with re-

cycling and are very aware of its benefits.

In another decade, Hammer thinks, our

cultural behavior will change, and we will

be into full recycling. As an indicator of

how far we have to go, Hammer stated

that Europeans now have to deal with as

many as eight trash containers in order to

recycle very specific items.

Hammer then presented a slide show

on Waste Management’s planned new

conversion center in Azusa. It will cost $50

million, process 500 tons of green waste a

day, have a waste transfer station that will

handle 500 tons of municipal solid waste a

day, and have a facility, run by LA County,

that will process household hazardous

waste. Trash will always be a problem, but

thanks to people like Mike Hammer, and

companies like Waste Management, we

will continue to work to solve the prob-

lem while protecting our planet.
Ed Jasnow
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by John Frykenberg, International Chair

Haven’t we got

enough problems at

home to worr y

about? A flagging

economy? A jobless

recovery from de-

pression? Promises of

health care we can’t

pay for? Multiple wars or threats of war to

contend with? And now you want to con-

sider Nigeria’s problems … one of the most

corrupt countries in the world today?

Yup, I want you to consider!

At 148 million people, Nigeria is the gi-

ant of Africa. It is bigger than Russian. It is

bigger than Germany. It is bigger than the

UK. It is bigger than Japan. And probably,

likely, as Nigeria goes, so goes Africa.

Corrupt to be sure, but the people are

happy in spite of it all!

Nigerians are not communists, not so-

cialists, not believers in totalitarian re-

gimes of any kind. They are smart, able,

entrepreneurs, not afraid of hard work,

or risk, nor are they reliant upon govern-

ment hand-outs. They have no safety nets.

Medical services and infrastructure are

lacking along with rails, many miles of

necessary roads, environmental quality

standards and almost everything else you

can think of. But … Nigeria has made

more progress in the past decade than

you can imagine.

Nigerians believe in free markets. And

while one in three University grads does

not have a job, they have not lost hope.

Despite an exploding world wide popula-

tion and the projected needs to generate

100 million new jobs worldwide each year

just to feed the people of the world, Nige-

rians have not given up. They look up to

America. They believe in Rotary. They

believe in education, and they believe we

care about what happens to them. And

they believe that our economic system is

the best in the world and holds the most

promise in

l i f t i n g

their na-

tion from

p o v e r t y

and dis-

ease and

deprava-

tion.

Nigeri-

ans are a

deeply re-

l i g i o u s

p e o p l e

who believe in God and His providence to

rescue them as individuals and as a na-

tion that wishes to honor Him.

Bottom line — We can’t afford to let

Nigeria fail. If Nigeria fails, like some other

countries we all know and fear, the con-

sequences are too terrible to contemplate.

We don’t need another Darfur, Rwanda,

Zimbabwe, N. Korea, Sudan, Iran or Af-

ghanistan.

As Americans, we are the most fortu-

nate of nations and the wealthiest and

most powerful nation on earth. With our

privilege comes great responsibility as

guardians of those freedoms for which we

have paid so great a price in each gen-

eration; freedoms paid for in the blood of

our own people. When our existence hung

in the balance against the superpower of

that day (the British Empire), France came

to our rescue. They provided money and

guns and ships and soldiers and even a

navy. And without the help of France we

surely would not be an independent na-

tion today.

Can we do less for Nigeria? Our Club

has within the past two years established

a beach-head on the front lines of attack-

ing poverty within Nigeria, one person at

a time. By teaching young University stu-

dents “How to Make a Job” by teaching

these young minds how to develop and

write a business plan, just as we have in

Pasadena, Israel, Armenia, Zambia and

among American Indians, we have taught

these students “how to fish,” how to be-

come self-sustaining, how to put ideas into

action in order to make a living and feed

themselves, their families and employees.

The skills we teach — creative brain-

storming, product or service develop-

ment, budgeting, marketing, selling, iden-

tifying markets, distribution and customer

service — can and will eventually enable

one (1) out of every five (5) students we

teach to start their own business. And on

average, within 10 years, each of the busi-

ness start ups will employ on average, four

(4) more people (Extensive Swedish Study

on Entrepreneurial Start-Ups). That’s 5

new jobs for every 5 students we teach,

Altadena Rotarians!

Last year we taught 1000 University

Students “How to Make a Job” skills at the

Federal Polytechnic University in Nekeda

(outside Owerii in Imo State — former

seat of Biafra and the great Nigerian Civil

War of the 1970s).

For our efforts, we WON the highest

International Service Award for a Medium

sized Rotary Club in District 5300! And we

WON the RI International Cooperative

Project Award for working with an NGO.
Please turn to Corner p. 7

Teaching 1000 students “How to make a Job” in Nigeria
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MATTERS
MONEYby Linda

Wilkes

Last Week in the News

According to the ICSC-Goldman Sachs

index, retail sales rose 0.4 percent for the

week ending September 25. On a year-

over-year basis, retailers saw sales in-

crease 3.6 percent, the best reading since

early August.

The Standard & Poor’s/Case-Shiller 20-

city housing price index — on a season-

ally adjusted basis — rose 0.6 percent in

July after a 0.3 percent increase in June.

On a year-over-year basis, prices rose 3.2

percent compared with July 2009.

The consumer confidence index fell to

48.5 in September from a downwardly

revised 53.2 in August. The index was

benchmarked at 100 in 1985, a year cho-

sen because it was neither a peak nor a

trough in consumer confidence.

The Mortgage Bankers Association said

its seasonally adjusted composite index

of mortgage applications for the week

ending September 24 fell 0.8 percent. Re-

financing applications fell 1.6 percent. Pur-

chase volume increased 2.4 percent.

The Institute for Supply Management

reported that the monthly composite in-

dex of manufacturing activity was 54.4 in

September after reaching 56.3 in August.

Economists had anticipated a reading of

54.5. A reading above 50 signals expan-

sion. It was the 14th straight month of ex-

pansion.

Total construction spending rose 0.4

percent to $811.8 billion in August, follow-

ing a downwardly revised 1.4 percent

drop in July. Economists had anticipated a

drop of 0.4 percent in August.

The Commerce Department reported

that consumer spending rose $41.3 billion

or 0.4 percent in August, matching what

economists had anticipated. Personal in-

come increased $59.3 billion or 0.5 per-

cent.

Initial claims for unemployment ben-

efits fell by 16,000 to 453,000 for the week

ending September 25. Continuing claims

for the week ending September 18 fell by

83,000 to 4.45 million.

Upcoming on the economic calendar

are reports on pending home sales on

October 4 and wholesale trade on Octo-

ber 8.

Getting More Important Things Done

You should start your day by tackling

the biggest, hardest and most important

task of the day. In short: Do the worst first

and resist the temptation to start with the

easier tasks. This is the central message

of Brian Tracy’s bestselling book, “Eat That

Frog: 21 Great Ways to Stop Procrastinat-

ing and Get More Done in Less Time.”

To help you separate the big and im-

portant tasks from low-priority tasks, try

creating imaginary deadlines. Work

through your day as if you’ve just re-

ceived an emergency message and been

informed you must leave town tomorrow.

Then ask yourself: What are my priori-

ties? Write them down and grade them,

with “A” being items of greatest impor-

tance.

Examine ways you can save, schedule

and consolidate large chunks of time for

the most important tasks. Work in blocks

of time. Make work appointments with

yourself then discipline yourself to keep

those appointments. If you have tasks you

can schedule, then set aside preplanned

time slots where you focus only on one

task at a time.

One of the most powerful tools for time

management is the word NO. Learn to

say no politely but clearly. Intentionally

avoid working on low-value tasks, activi-

ties or responsibilities that you can aban-

don with no real loss. Keep in mind that to

do something new you must stop or com-

plete doing something old.

Develop a sense of urgency to every-

thing you do. Impose deadlines for every

task. There is never enough time to get

everything done. But you are free to

choose what you do next. And your abil-

ity to choose between the important and

the unimportant is the key determinant

of your success in life and work.

Stack
Continued from p.1

Blvd. in east Pasadena. More than 100

people, including political leaders, health

care providers and neighborhood resi-

dents, braved the rain to dedicate this new

medical facility. The Center includes two

clinics under one roof: an urgent care clinic

operated by Huntington Medical Founda-

tion and a primary care clinic operated

by CHAP.

What is remarkable about the devel-

opment of this new facility is the amount

of community collaboration that went into

it. Perhaps that slowed its progress, but, in

the end, there are countless individuals

and organizations invested in its success.

For minor wounds, late evening fevers

or weekend injuries, the Pasadena Urgent

Care Center is ready to serve you. If you

or someone you know needs a medical

home, the CHAP/Del Mar Health Center

is available, even to those who don’t have

health insurance.

Stay healthyD, Altadena!

This Week
Continued from p. 1

arly work is in the field of American drama

and theater and includes publications on

the playwrights August Wilson and Ten-

nessee Williams, among others. Rocha has

two sons, Brendan, 19, and Samuel, 13,

and resides in Sherman Oaks with his

wife, Nancy.
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Mythconceptions — PART II

We’ve all seen them … those uncount-

able, epic sword & sandal movies that

feature this same climactic scene: 80 thou-

sand blood-lusting onlookers within

Rome’s Colosseum are shrieking their

throats raw watching Victor Mature or

Russell Crowe or Pee Wee Herman stand-

ing over a still-breathing opponent who

lies prone and helpless, a sword at his neck.

The big moment is at hand. The winner

looks to the crowd for a decision about

the fallen’s destiny. Will a quick blade

thrust send the defeated combatant to The

Great Sky Arena, or is mercy to be dis-

pensed so the beaten fighter lives to en-

tertain the throngs another day?

Ah, but there’ll be none of that mercy

nonsense around here! Bet on it, right?

Romans of 85 AD, while feverishly caught

up in their favorite sanguinary sport, of-

ten — though not always — disallowed

compassion to dilute their enjoyment. But

having said that (and even if it was not

mentioned at all) we still know what the

verdict must be. For decades, Hollywood

has hammered into our gourds the

unvaryingly preprogrammed endings to

these gladiatorial events. And who, after

all, would know more about ancient Rome

than the filmmakers of Tinsel Town?

The victor scans the teeming, scream-

ing thousands, sees an ocean of

downturned thumbs, and the loser,

Toastus Maximus, suddenly has a lifespan

measurable in seconds. And then, Cecil B.

would say, “Cut and print! Shooting on our

next film starts in two weeks, and we’ll do

this same scene again … and once again

… and yet again

…”

And each and

every time that

scene has been

repeated in

n u m b e r l e s s

other movies, it

was equally in-

accurate in all of

them. “WHAT?!”

you noisily gasp.

You promptly remind this well-meaning

but sadly disturbed reporter that these

motion pictures were made by experts

who knew their stuff. They got it right.

Now, I hastily concur that expert writers,

cinematographers and filmmakers cre-

ated these movies; however, while such

flickers were being manufactured, expert

historians were nowhere to be found.

“HUNH?” is as much as you can grunt out,

so profound is your disbelief.

In all those scenes, we’ve ever watched

where the champion seeks instructions for

the fate of the fallen and receives an en-

thusiastic thumbs down, he then responds

by dispatching the cheerless chump at his

feet. But … what all the actors, directors

and moviegoers (that’s us, folks) did not

know was this: In reality, the spectators,

by turning their thumbs down, were actu-

ally signaling the victor to drop his weapon

and thus spare the life of the defeated

fighter — the direct opposite of what hap-

pens in the totality of films about gladia-

tors. “HUNH?!” you reiterate, somewhat

louder than before, since you’re now thor-

oughly incredulous.

Unimaginable? Maybe, unless you’re

a Roman historian, that is. These scholars

— the bona fide experts — certify that

spectators of those horrific matches used

several very explicit thumb gestures to

impart their desire to the winner — only

one of which was the order to kill! That

sign was a thumb turned inward to the

chest, like a blade point stabbing the heart.

And yet, at least three other thumb posi-

tions gave a command to spare the loser’s

life: 1. the downturned thumb, just ex-

plained, 2. a thumb turned away from the

body, as a hitchhiker would do, and 3. the

thumb is covered.

Okay, okay, you grudgingly concede.

But then, you now want to know, what

does the thumb up gesture mean? Oddly,

historians say nothing about what this

gesture might have indicated; although,

in the movies, it was simple and self-ex-

planatory: UP meant the loser lived, while

DOWN (as in down forever) was his obvi-

ous fate. Or, possibly, a thumb up could

have signified that the victim was to stand,

interlock his arm with that of the victor,

and together they’d do the Texas Two-

Step en route to the showers. Who knows?

Definitely not generations of moviegoers,

or moviemakers, or, apparently, the ac-

knowledged authorities on ancient Rome,

either.

But still, this much is known with cer-

tainty: The filmmaking industry is gov-

erned by the bottom line. So, whatever

consistently generates good box office

gets the nod and will continue to be used

in movie production. Even though Holly-

wood got it wrong from the very start,

why change it for purposes of historical

accuracy? Movie fans love that up/down

thumb gimmick! And, since it makes

money, don’t look for it to change any time

soon! Filmmakers have proven that if you

see something enough times — like cin-

ematic versions of battling gladiators —

you’ll come to accept such reenactments

as being genuine, true to the facts and

historically spot-on.

Movies have always exerted enormous

influence in shaping perspectives and

molding beliefs. They also do a cracking

good job of creating mythconceptions, too.

And this whole shtick with Romans and

their thumb signals is one of Hilarious

History’s best, most flagrant examples of

film-flammery ever! But it sure ain’t alone

… many more mythconceptions are on

their way!

See you in the past, in the very near

future!
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The Last Drop
by John Guerrini

THE OCCASIONAL MUSINGS OF A ROTARIAN OBSESSED WITH FOOD AND WINE

Need we say more? Shrimp? Check.

Pancetta? Check. Avocado? Check.

Mango? Let’s go.

First, heat up the oven (convection if

you have it) to 400 degrees F. Now, the

ingredients:

Chutney:

• 1 large mango, diced

• ½ cup diced red onion

• ½ cup diced red bell pepper

• 1 tsp basil

• 1 large avocado, diced

Shrimp:

• 1 pound large, raw shrimp, de-veined,

tails on

• Pancetta, slices equal in number to the

shrimp

• 3 Tablespoons good olive oil

• Juice from half an orange

Puree:

• 1 cup sun-dried tomatoes, packed in

oil, drained

• Water, to thin

Garnish 1:

• Handful grape tomatoes

• Splash butter

• Salt and pepper to taste

Garnish 2:

• Handful green beans

• Splash butter

• Salt and pepper to taste

OK, it’s really a lot easier than it looks

so far...

First, toss the first four ingredients of

the chutney:

Then add the avocado:

Toss:

Set aside.

Slice the tomatoes in half and toss onto

a hot saute pan with the butter:

Shake and/or stir for 30 seconds, then

remove from heat and set aside.

Toss the beans onto a hot saute pan

with the butter:

Shake and/or stir for 30 seconds, then

remove from heat and set aside.

Rinse and dry the shrimp on a towel:

Whisk together the olive oil and the

orange juice:

Wrap each shrimp in one piece of

pancetta, then dredge through the olive

oil/orange mixture:

Pancetta-Wrapped Shrimp with Mango,
Onion & Avocado Chutney

Please turn to Wine, p.7
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RI and District 5300 took note! They

thought what we were doing was ex-

tremely important and wanted to recog-

nize our efforts to encourage other Clubs

to take up the challenge which has subse-

quently become RI’s #1 priority in the

months and years ahead.

This year, December 27, 2010 – Janu-

ary 15, 2011, our Club will be sending no

less than a team of four (4) people (Julius

Johnson, J. Fr ykenberg, Dyanna

Henderson, Sarah Phillips) to Nigeria to

teach “Making a Job” skills not to 1000 stu-

dents, but to 2000 students; 1000 in Owerii,

Imo State, and 1000 in Kaduna State Uni-

versity! We are doubling our efforts! We

are applying to RI for a $25,000 grant to

cover curriculum materials and related

expenses to put 2000 Nigerian University

students to work. We are bringing hope,

promise of support, the very best curricu-

lum materials available to teach these

hopeful young people how to “Make a

Job”!

The challenge is huge. The task is enor-

mous. There is no promise of comfort or

immediate success for our endeavors or

accolades. We can only promise that you

can make a difference!

What’s not to like? High risk, promise

of set-backs, impossible odds, anonymity

for our efforts, heat, discomfort, corrup-

tion, disease, primitive circumstances … .

These are just the ticket for Club mem-

bers who can do anything! Welcome

aboard. Welcome to Project Nigeria. Wel-

come to ownership in a Big Dream — one

worth leaving behind for posterity.

If you would capture men’s minds

(and women’s) … Make no Small Plans!

This is not an individual effort for the

glory and gratification of a few. This is a

Club and Rotary undertaking of enormous

importance and urgency. Every Club

member is critical to our success; raising

funds, collecting medications (yes there is

a medical component too!), mentoring Ni-

gerian students on line, marketing and

promoting our mission, offering expertise

in insuring the success of our venture and

just taking ownership!

It’s your opportunity. Don’t miss it!

Lay the shrimp on a pan:

Bake in a preheated oven at 400 de-

grees F for 6 minutes or until they look

like this:

Turn over and bake for a few minutes

longer, until they reach your preferred

level of doneness. The Two Guys prefer

shrimp on the slightly medium side of

doneness.

Into a food processor, add the toma-

toes and then add water until the mixture

reaches a paste like this:

Onto long plates, plate up the puree

and both garnishes:

Add the

shrimp and the

chutney:

Yes, that’s

farro you see

under the

shrimp. If you

are industrious

enough to make

farro, then by all

means, do it. But

The Two Guys

find that most people think making farro

is like running a marathon, so we omitted

the step here. (Note to anyone paying at-

tention — making farro is like making rice.

You cook one part farro to two parts liq-

uid. It’s that easy). Farro or not, doesn’t

this look good enough to eat?

Grab some

wine. Tonight, we

pulled out a stel-

lar bottle of 2008

Linne Calodo Ris-

ing Tides, a stellar

(if not inexpen-

sive) example of a

Rhone Ranger

from California. This one is chock full of

black currant and plums, the nose includ-

ing tobacco and coffee. There’s undoubt-

edly many wines to enjoy with this dish,

but the Rising Tides is a perfect match. It’s

got enough attitude to stand up to the

pancetta, enough finesse to dance with

the shrimp, and enough fruit to walk with

the chutney. In a word … perfect.

Until next time …


